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Turkey has been a hub of ideas and

cultures for over 10,000 years.
Turkish manufacturers are blending centuries-long richness 
with innovation and economic dynamism. 

Turkish quality products are sold all over the world. We invite you to 
“Discover the Potential” on your next visit to Turkey. In the meantime, 
experience the dazzling richness of Turkey in this textile installation 
around you.

Dating back to the fourteenth-century, Turkey’s textile industry produced 
the most technologically advanced, luxury fabrics. Strategically situated 
between East and West, the Ottoman Empire of the era dominated global 
textile manufacturing. The opulence, beauty, and superb craftsmanship 
of Turkish textiles made them a coveted object of luxury, sought after by 
royals and emperors around the world. The installation on view draws 
inspiration from this incredibly rich history, yet reflects the forward-
thinking, innovative Turkish textile industry today.

Turkish Fashion Fabrics™ have been a critical source for major international labels, ranging 
from high-end to countless popular fashion houses as well as design studios and fashion 
schools around the world.

Turkish Fashion Fabrics™ are extensively used for supplying the middle and high segment 
needs of both the fashion sector and the apparel industry worldwide. Turkish Fashion 
Fabrics™  are being exported to more than 180 countries including the US, Russia, Italy, 
Germany, UK, Poland, Iran, Bulgaria, Spain, Egypt, France, Tunisia, Ukraine, Morocco, Greece, 
the Netherlands, China, and Belgium. This accomplishment has been achieved by focusing 
on value added products that highlight design and brand quality as part of Turkey’s export 
boosting strategy. The success is a result of the hard work of SME’s as well as large, modern 
and vertically integrated companies which are capable of producing and exporting their own 

unique collections.



Time is the goddess of all trends...

With the help of time that force that governs the universe, mankind has transformed matter into 
form and form into artistic taste on the fertile land which gave rise to an awareness of beauty and the 
inherence of aesthetics.

Each and every symbol that is begotten, that matures, changes, and is transformed in time on this 
path where the resonance of existence and that which is concrete are abstracted, and where the 
soul is uncovered and etched on the body does carry the unique touch of mankind. Those great 
signatures, reminiscent of those unique touches are reflected on our fabrics as the aesthetics of 
being reborn through the ages, fearlessly and all anew.

Get ready to discover Timeless Textures that dress the soul of time in this never-ending junction of 
life where future, imbibing and formulating the past, and always embracing innovation merges
with aesthetics...

“Whereas, time is both everywhere and
in every object, in a different form.”

Aristoteles
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Pain, sorrow, enthusiasm, peace… A civilization that has
described all emotions with music, and has thought with voices 
throughout history…

Turkish
Music

The music of Turkey includes mainly Turkic elements as well as partial influences from Central Asian 
folk music, Arabic music, Greek music, Ottoman music, Persian music and Balkan music, as well as 
references to more modern European and American popular music.

Music is an important part of several Turkish holidays and festivals, especially playing a major part in 
the springtime celebration of Newroz and religious festivities such as Ramadan.

Turkish music is greatly influenced by unique musical pieces of the great masters such as Buhurizade 
Mustafa Itri, Hammamizadew Ismail Dede Efendi. The notes of the future are written in universal form 
by our precious artists and they resonate as the music of life.

Turkish
Musical Instruments

Traditional instruments in Turkish music today include tanbur, ney, kemençe, oud, kanun, violin, 
kudum drum, baglama, tambourine, kemencha, zurna, ney end-blown flute and darbuka.





“I am on a long and narrow road,
I walk day and night;
I do not know what state I am in

I walk day and night…” Aşık Veysel Şatıroğlu

of

Turkey
Minstrels 

Minstrel Literature is a traditional literature composed of poems told in folk speech and accompanied 
by baglama (Turkic stringed musical instrument). Poets who continue the tradition of Minstrel 
Literature are called âşıks (folk poets). The roots of Minstrel Literature go back to Central Asia.

Minstrels who represent this movement perform their arts by travelling across the country playing 
baglama. Today, folk songs of minstrels are usually played at weddings, funerals and special festivals 
corresponding to their origins.

Despite the decline of the aşık/ozan tradition in the 19th century, it experienced a significant revival 
in the 20th century thanks to such outstanding figures as Aşık Veysel Şatıroğlu. “Uzun İnce Bir 
Yoldayım”, translated to English: “I Walk On A Long And Narrow Road” is one of Veysel’s best known 
works and is still popular in Turkish folk music. 

Did you know?

The Âşıklık (Minstrelsy) Tradition is on the List of the UNESCO Intangible Cultural
Heritage of Humanity.





“If a flower is lost in the world, it means that a color, a smell is lost. 
The world is a cultural garden with thousands of flowers. This is 
the richness of mankind. Countries like us are cultural gardens with 

hundreds of flowers.“ Yaşar Kemal

Turkish
Literature

Anatolian tradition has been producing the most beautiful expressions about human being, art and 
the nature since the 8th century.

Turkish literature is home to many narrative arts represented by globally renowned icons such as 
Nasreddin Hoca, Keloğlan, Dede Korkut, Karagöz ve Hacivat. The Book of Dede Korkut and the Epic 
of Köroğlu have been the main elements of the Turkish epic tradition in Anatolia for several centuries.

One of the most popular figure in the Turkish literature is the Nasreddin (known as “Nasreddin Hoca” 
or “ in Turkish), who is the central character of thousands of jokes. Another popular element of 
Turkish literature is the Karagöz and Hacivat.

Did you know?

Karagöz is on the List of the UNESCO Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity. 

Karagöz ve Hacivat are the lead characters of the traditional Turkish shadow theatre, popularized 
during the Ottoman period and then spread to most nation states that comprised the
Ottoman Empire.





World famous, award-winning directors...

Turkish
Cinema

Started with the display of the demolition of a monument in 1914, the “Golden Age” of
the Turkish cinema, in terms of production, which can be described as the period from
1960 to 1975. Between 1950 and 1966 more than fifty movie directors practiced film arts in Turkey. 
The film Susuz Yaz (Dry Summer), won the Golden Bear Award at the Berlin Film Festival in 1964. 

Turkish cinema has attracted considerable attention in recent years, featuring different styles and 
winning international awards for domestic productions. The winner of the 2014 Palme d’Or, “Winter 
Sleep” occurred during the same year as the 100th anniversary of Turkish cinema.

Major International Awards:

• Golden Bear in 14th Berlin International Film Festival: Dry Summer

• Grand Prix in 2003 Cannes Film Festival: Distant

• Golden Bear in 60th Berlin International Film Festival: Honey

• Grand Prix in 2011 Cannes Film Festival: Once Upon a Time in Anatolia

• Palme d’Or in 2014 Cannes Film Festival: Winter Sleep





Characteristic works inherited to the future…

Architecture in

Turkey
Various functional buildings such as hamam (Turkish bath), mosque, tomb, cupola, madrasa, 
caravanserai, bedesten (covered bazaar), bazaar, bridge, castle, and pavilion-palace were built as part 
of the Anatolian Turkish architecture. The pioneers of the Turkish architecture are Mimar Sinan (Sinan 
the Architect) and Mimar Kemaleddin (Kemalettin the Architect).

One of the most important architectural achievements is the Turkish house. According to the plan 
scheme, the Turkish house rose with clay house and hair tent applications of Central Asian Turks and 
has reached its pinnacle with traditional Safranbolu houses.

In addition, the Turks are in the service of mankind with hamam (bath) culture today as it was in the 
past. The “Turkish bath” as a method of cleansing and relaxation became popular during the Victorian 
era in Western Europe.

Did you know?

City of Safranbolu is on the World Heritage List of UNESCO. 

From the 13th century to the advent of the railway in the early 20th century, Safranbolu was an 
important caravan station on the main East–West trade route. Safranbolu’s architecture influenced 
urban development throughout much of the Ottoman Empire.





Turkey has a broad experience
in the field of fine arts. 

Fine Arts in

Turkey
This rich heritage has been transformed into a more dynamic, productive and contemporary identity 
during the Republic period. 

The history of modern Turkish painting traced back to the modernization efforts in the Ottoman 
Empire during the Tanzimat period, in the 19th century.

Valuable painters provided new trends to the canvas painting, especially fantastic realism, have 

achieved international successes. 

Did you know?

Works of Turkish artists are in the collections of many museums around the world.





“Our true mentor in life is science.”

Mustafa Kemal Atatürk

Science in

Turkey
The most important scientists of history such as Ibn Sina (Avicenna), Piri Reis (geographer, and 
cartographer), Hulusi Behçet (dermatologist) and Cahit Arf (mathematician) lived in these lands 
where aesthetics were came together with science. Many Turkish inventors, scientists and explorers 
successfully served the science throughout history.

Of the 450 works Avicenna is known to have written, around 240 has survived. Avicenna’s most 
famous works are the following: a medieval universal and remained in, which is a standard of medical 
texts, and a medical philosophical and scientific encyclopedia. In 1973, Avicenna’s Canon of Medicine 
was reprinted in New York.  

Did you know?

Aziz Sancar (Academician, biochemist, molecular biologist and scientist) was awarded the 2015 
Nobel Prize in Chemistry for having mapped, at a molecular level, how cells repair damaged DNA 
and safeguard the genetic information.





The story of these lands goes back to the 
existence of mankind…

Tourism
and Nature of

Turkey

Göbeklitepe, the oldest known cult group of buildings of the world from 12 thousand years ago, is 
located in Turkey. Having hosted many cultures for centuries, Turkey is also worth seeing with its 

historical, touristic and natural richnesses. 

Did you know?

Göbeklitepe is on the World Heritage Tentative List of UNESCO.

In addition;
Turkey encompasses a total of 16 cultural assets inscribed on the World Heritage List of UNESCO.

Some of them are listed below;
• Historical Sites in Istanbul
• Great Mosque and Hospital of Divriği (Sivas)
• Hattusa (Bogazkoy) – Capital of Hittite Empire (Corum)
• Mount Nemrut (Adıyaman - Kahta)
• Historical City of Safranbolu (Karabuk)
• Ancient City of Troy (Canakkale)
• Catalhoyuk Ruins from the Neolithicera (Konya)
• Pergamon and Cultural Landscape (Izmir)
• Ancient City of Ephesus
• Goreme National Park and Cappadocia (Nevsehir)





What makes a table a dining table
is what is shared on it.

Turkish
Cuisine

Turkish cuisine has rich food varieties from 
many regions such as Black Sea cuisine, 
South Eastern cuisine, Central Anatolian 
cuisine.

The Black Sea region’s cuisine (northern 
Turkey) is based on corn and anchovies. 
The southeast—Urfa, Gaziantep and 
Adana—is famous for its kebabs, mezes 
and dough-based desserts such as baklava, 
kadayıf and künefe.

Especially in the western parts of Turkey, where 
olive trees are grown abundantly, olive oil is the 
major type of oil used for cooking. The cuisines of 
the Aegean, Marmara and Mediterranean regions 
display basic characteristics of Mediterranean 
cuisine as they are rich in vegetables, herbs and fish. 
Central Anatolia is famous for its pastry specialities 
such as keşkek (kashkak), mantı (especially of 
Kayseri) and gozleme.

Hospitality in Turkey is always expressed with the 
finest food…

The most important tastes are;

Shish kebab, Ayran, Turkish delight, Baklava, Turkish 
coffee and Doner.





Many achievements in different branches...

Sports in

Turkey
Sports Turkish athletes are on the spotlights in many sports branch such as wrestling, weight lifting, javelin, 

archery, horse riding, basketball, volleyball, motor sports, billiards, water sports.

The traditional Turkish national sport has been the Yağlı Güreş (Oiled Wrestling) since Ottoman times. 
It is held in Edirne every year from the end of June to the beginning of July since 1346.

Weightlifting is another sport in which the Turkey has been internationally successful. As Turkish 
weightlifters, both male and female, have broken numerous world records and won several 
European, World and Olympic championship titles.

Besides, Turkey has basketball players actively playing in NBA, a UEFA Cup-winner club and athletes 
with major success in swimming.

Did you know?

Kırkpınar Oil Wrestling is on the UNESCO List of the Intangible Cultural
Heritage of Humanity.





“Do you know what you are?
You are a manuscript oƒ a divine letter.
You are a mirror reflecting a noble face. 
This universe is not outside of you. 
Look inside yourself;
everything that you want, 
you are already that.” Mevlânâ Celâleddîn-i Rûmî

Philosophers 
Turkish The first important text of the Turkish philosophy is Kutadgu Bilig (Wisdom to Happiness) which is 

written in Karakhanids language.  The work written by Yusuf Has Hacib in 1069 is a book of politics 
and ethics.

In the same period in 1074, Kâşgarlı Mahmud showed up with Dîvânu Lugâti’t-Türk.  

Famous philosophers such as Rumi, Al-Farabi, Yunus Emre continue to be the mentors of every age 
with the thoughts they inherited. Following them gives us both pride and enlightenment.  

Did you know?

UNESCO declared 2007 as “The International Rumi Year” all over the world.  
UNESCO celebrated 1991 as “Yunus Emre Year” all over the world.

Besides;

Mevlevi Sema Ceremony is on the UNESCO List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity.





Thousands of years of culture arouse in 
talented hands…

Traditional
Arts

Turkish
Traditional Turkish arts are arts and art styles that create some of the Turkish culture. Foremost 
among them are miniature, ceramics, tile-making (çini-making), carpet weaving, wood carving, art of 
marbling and calligraphy.

Pottery, especially İznik pottery, jewellery, hardstone carvings, Turkish carpets, woven and 
embroidered silk textiles were all produced to extremely high standards, and carpets in particular 
were exported widely. Other Turkish art ranges from metalwork, carved woodwork and furniture with 
elaborate inlays to traditional Ebru or paper marbling.

Did you know?

Ebru: Turkish Art of Marbling and Traditional Craftsmanship of Çini-Making are on the UNESCO 
List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity.

Paper marbling is a method of aqueous surface design, which can produce patterns similar to 
smooth marble or other kinds of stone. In Turkey, the art is widely known as “ebru” today, and 
continues to be very popular. The usage of this term appears in the late 19th century.



UNESCO World
Heritage Sites in 

Turkey

• Ancient City of Ephesus (İzmir)
• Archaeological Site of Ani (Kars)
• Archaeological Site of Troy (Çanakkale)
• Bursa and Cumalıkızık: the Birth of the Ottoman Empire (Bursa)
• City of Safranbolu (Karabük)
• Diyarbakır Fortress and Hevsel Gardens Cultural Landscape (Diyarbakır)
• Göreme National Park and the Rock Sites of Cappadocia (Nevşehir)
• Great Mosque and Hospital of Divriği (Sivas)
• Hattusha: the Hittite Capital (Çorum)
• Hierapolis-Pamukkale (Denizli)
• Historic Areas of Istanbul
• Mount Nemrut (Adıyaman-Kahta)
• Neolithic Site of Çatalhöyük (Konya)
• Pergamon and its Multi-Layered Cultural Landscape (İzmir)
• Selimiye Mosque and its Social Complex (Edirne)
• Xanthos-Letoon (Antalya and Muğla)



UNESCO Intangible Cultural 
Heritage of Humanity in

Turkey

• Traditional craftsmanship of Çini-making
• Nevruz (Multinational File with Azerbaijan, India, Iran, Kirgizstan, Pakistan, Uzbekistan and Turkey)
• Flatbread making and sharing culture: Lavash, Katyrma, Jupka, Yufka
• Ebru, Turkish art of marbling
• Turkish coffee culture and tradition
• Mesir Macunu festival
• Ceremonial Keşkek tradition
• Semah, Alevi-Bektaşi ritual
• Traditional Sohbet meetings
• Kırkpınar oil wrestling festival
• Âşıklık (minstrelsy) tradition
• Karagöz
• Arts of the Meddah, public storytellers
• Mevlevi Sema Ceremony



UNESCO World Heritage 
Sites (Tentative List) in 

Turkey

Some of them are listed below;

• Akdamar Church
• Anatolian Seljuks Madrasahs
• Ancient Cities of Lycian Civilization
• Archaeological Site of Aphrodisias
• Archaeological Site of Arslantepe
• Archaeological Site of Assos
• Archaeological Site of Perge
• Archeological Site of Zeugma
• Çanakkale (Dardanelles) and Gelibolu Battles

Zones in the First World War
• Gordion
• Haci Bektas Veli Complex
• Ishak Pasha Palace
• İznik
• Karain Cave
• Kızılırmak Delta Wetland and Bird Sanctuary
• Konya-A capital of Seljuk Civilization

• Lake Tuz Special Environmental Protection
Area (SEPA)

• Mardin Cultural Landscape
• Nuruosmaniye Complex
• Odunpazari Historical Urban Site
• Sivrihisar Great Mosque
• Sümela Monastery (The Monastery of

Virgin Mary)
• The Archaeological Site of Göbeklitepe
• The Bodrum Castle
• The Bridge of Uzunköprü
• The Malabadi Bridge
• The Theatre and Aqueducts of the Ancient City

of Aspendos
• Tushpa/Van Fortress, the Mound and the Old
• City of Van
• Yivli Minaret Mosque

There are 72 nominated cultural assets of Turkey in the Tentative List of UNESCO World Heritage.
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AKIN TEKSTIL

aytug@akintekstil.com.tr
http://www.akintekstil.com.tr/

Stand No: C19

BTD TEKSTIL

onder@btdtextile.com
http://www.btdtextile.com/

Stand No: C25

ALMODO ALTUNLAR TEKSTIL

ozan@almodo.com.tr
http://www.almodo.com.tr/

Stand No: C23

BZ JAKARLI DOKUMA

begum@bzjakar.com.tr
http://www.bzjakar.com.tr/

Stand No: E16

ALTINYILDIZ TEKSTIL

derya.gulen@altinyildiz.com.tr
http://www.altinyildiz.com.tr/

Stand No: B26

CAN TEKSTIL

selcuksen@cantekstil.com
http://www.cantekstil.com/

Stand No: C22

ANTIK DANTEL

muge@antikdantel.com.tr
http://www.antikdantel.com.tr/

Stand No: D18

CONFETTI TEKSTIL

y.selcuk@confettitextile.com
http://www.confettitextile.com/

Stand No: E11

AVRUPA PASIFIK TEKSTIL

hamdi@avrupapasifik.com.tr
http://www.avrupapasifik.com.tr/

Stand No: E15

DILEK TEKSTIL

info@dilektekstil.com.tr
http://www.dilektekstil.com.tr/

Stand No: B25

BEZSAN TEKSTIL

engin@bezsan.com.tr
http://www.bezsan.com.tr/

Stand No: C14

BARUTCU TEKSTIL

emrebora@barutcu.com.tr
http://www.barutcu.com.tr/

Stand No: E16
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ETS EZGI TEKSTIL

info@ezgitekstil.com
http://www.ezgitekstil.com/

Stand No: E24

NUREL TEKSTIL

gomur@nurelgroup.com
http://www.nurelgroup.com/

Stand No: 

GULIPEK TEKSTIL

kgulgec@gulipek.com.tr
http://www.gulipek.com.tr/

Stand No: D21

OZDOKU TEKSTIL

ahmetfurtuna@ozdoku.com
http://www.ozdoku.com/

Stand No: D24

HANTAS TEKSTIL

hakan@hantastekstil.com
http://www.hantastekstil.com/

Stand No: D28

ILTEKS TEKSTIL

 info@ilteks.com.tr
http://www.ilteks.com.tr/

Stand No: B23

KIMTEKS TEKSTIL

alpay@kimtex.com
http://www.kimtex.com/

Stand No: D25

KIVANC TEKSTIL

melek@kivanctekstil.com.tr
http://www.kivanctekstil.com.tr/

Stand No: C24

MERIDYEN - MERLINE

info@merlinetextile.com
http://www.merlinetextile.com/

Stand No: C7

KORUKCU DIS TICARET TEKSTIL

sinem@korukcu.com.tr
http://www.korukcu.com.tr/

Stand No: E19

M.F. YILMAZIPEK TEKSTIL

sales5@yilmazipek.com
http://www.yilmazipek.com/

Stand No: D19

EKOTEN TEKSTIL

ayberk.yucel@ekoten.com.tr
http://www.ekoten.com.tr/

Stand No: B22-C21
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OZEL TEKSTIL

bogachan.doganay@ozeltekstil.com
http://www.ozeltekstil.com/

Stand No: D22

PARLAMIS TEKSTIL

parlamis@parlamis.com.tr
http://www.parlamis.com.tr/

Stand No: E21

SONMEZ ASF IPLIK DOKUMA VE BOYA

ntuzun@sonmezholding.com.tr
http://www.sonmezholding.com.tr/

Stand No: E20

TUP MERSERIZE TEKSTIL

cbolukbas@tupmerserize.com.tr
http://www.tupmerserize.com.tr/

Stand No: B14

UGURTEKS TEKSTIL

iyakuppur@ugurteks.com.tr
http://www.ugurteks.com.tr/

Stand No: D23

YEKPA TEKSTIL

export@yekpa.com
http://www.yekpa.com/

Stand No: D20

YUNSA  YUNLU SANAYI

bbirgin@yunsa.com
http://www.yunsa.com/

Stand No: B27

SUNTEKS DOKUMA BOYA APRE

serhan@sunteks.com.tr
http://www.sunteks.com.tr/

Stand No: E18

YEKPA TEKSTIL

export@yekpa.com
http://www.yekpa.com/

Stand No: D20
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